
"Two Wrong Questions; One Right Answer"
Matthew 18

1. Humility is the measure of your importance in the Kingdom.

A. The first wrong question. Who's the boss? (1).

B. Only the humble need apply. (3).

C. Relative rank in the Kingdom depends on humility. (4).

2. Humility is measured by your openness and sensitivity to so-called "inferiors". 

A. Receiving the least means receiving the King. (5).

3. Humility is measured by your concern over your personal sin and how it effects others.

A. The one who causes stumbling is better off  dead. (6).

B. The world does not need a stockpile of Christian stumbling blocks. (7).

C. No sacrifice is too great. (8, 9)

D. To teach another to sin is the worst sin of all.

4. Humility toward the weak is measured in heaven. 

A. Guardian angels have God's instant, unannounced, undivided attention. (10).

B. Little lost sheep are the reason for the cross. (11-14).

5. Humility and sensitivity toward others is measured by your concern over their sins. 

A. Are you concerned enough to go to them in private? (15).

B. Are you concerned enough to take several of their friends to them? (16).

C. Are you concerned enough to take them before the Church? (17).

6. Humility and sensitivity to others is measured by your readiness to forgive and show mercy.

A. The second wrong question. Am I always the only one right? (21).  

B. Sin is a crime and an unpayable indebtedness; compassion and mercy are our only 

     chance for forgiveness. (22-27).

C. Severe unreasonableness to sinners brings the wrath of God upon us. (28-35).
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